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9th Annual Quixotic 
Challenge Golf Day

The competition is open to lawyers and members of other professions. 
Form your own teams or we will place you in a team.

When: Friday, 22 August 2008 

Where: Darwin Golf Club 

Time: Tee off at 2pm

9 hole shotgun start - Ambrose rules - entry fee: $30 per person

Golf Tragics
By Ian Morris, NT Bar Association
The vanes are slowly turning faster 
as the windmills get ready for the 
annual NT Bar and Law Society 
NT Quixotic Golf Day on 22 
August 2008.

Darwin Golf Club will be the 
venue again this year, for a nine 
hole man Ambrose competition 
starting at 2.00pm. and finishing at 
about 5.00pm with a sausage sizzle 
and prize giving.

There will be the standard prizes 
for longest drive, longest putt and 
nearest the pin, and the format will 
be the same as in the last couple of 
years, with each player having to 
record a drive, fairway shot or putt,

and the team will have to return 
home with the team golf ball to 
avoid a two shot penalty.

Handicaps will be at the roll of the 
dice. The NT Bar Quixotic Trophy 
is awarded to the winner of the net 
score, and the Law Society NT 
Trophy is awarded to the winner of 
the gross score.

Entry' forms are available from 
William Forster Chambers or the 
Law Society NT. Further entry? 
forms will be circulated with the
Practitioner.

If you are a sole practitioner (or 
if no one from your firm will play 
with you) and you want to find a

team, please call Emily at William 
Forster Chambers on 8982 4700, to 
be placed in a team.

Last year's best net went to Justice 
Jokers — Mark Johnson, Brian ‘Pogo ’ 
Warren, Jeff Heap & Tom Crosby
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